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Abstract: Foot print is a parameter associated with biometrics which is very common as well as distinct. Many methods have been developed in field of
automated biometric based identification. Like other biometric identification, foot print recognition is also a unique method, since feet have different
characteristics it forms the basis for identification. The morphology of foot print explains each person‘s individuality. Due to enormous population around
the world, there is more need for unique identification technique. Foot Print Recognition System (FPRS) works in a principle which serves as a basis for
identification and authentication purpose. Since medical field still lags in biometric security, this system proves to be a great application for the medical
field. It provides a way for identification and authentication of one‘s own identity. This paper first discusses about the foot print pattern and various
recognition technologies used. It also describes about various disease associated with the foot, their level of severity and their effects. Finally, it also
reveals about the future work to be carried out in this aspect.
Index Terms: Footprint, Tumor, Foot and Ankle, Infants, Healthcare.
——————————  ——————————

1. INTRODUCTION
IN today‘s world, biometric authentication is used for both
identification and access control. Since 14th century, the
concept of biometric authentication has attained a very high
pace in differentiating people. [1-2] Many biometric patterns
are being used at various places but still provide a lack in
security. It also provides a security inconveniences. Biometric
traits define a person‗s unique identity .Nowadays Biometric
system is replacing the old traditional technique of human
identification. Biometric trait is easy to use, and it does not
change a lot over time. Biometric authentication using foot has
both behavioral and physiological characteristics. These
characteristics provide a great alternative to computationally
intensive algorithms like retina scan, face, fingerprint and palm
print[3].Also, minutia features in foot biometric make it a
unique identity. In recent years infant recognition has obtained
an increasing attention. In case of new born babies, Child
Theft, Child swapping and Child identification are one of the
major drawbacks at government‘s hospitals. Although much
Biometric security has been developed, there is a lack of
efficient identification methods for newborns. One major
problem is that, the security for newborn is either difficult to
capture the foot images or not permanent due to insufficiency
of appropriate sensors[4]. Other Biometric security likes Iris
scanning ,Finer print matching gives higher accuracy rate in
adults , but this fails in case for infants. By considering foot as
a parameter, system helps in identification and differentiation
of individual infants.
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In order to provide a Biometric verification for infants, we come
forth with this authentication of foot print recognition system.
No specific methods are employed for Infants security. Other
Biometric systems like Finger Print, Iris scanning, and DNA
process are tedious to be carried out and these security
measures fail for Infants[5-6]. On other hand foot biometric
can also be used as a verification system in places where
people remove their shoes, such as holy places and famous
monuments. These systems can act as a security metrics in
these places where security threats are at higher level due to
larger crowd. Biometrics refers to a system of identifying an
individual based on various characteristics traits[7,8,9]. In
general, Biometric system works in two modes: identification
mode and verification mode. In verification mode, the system
either rejects or accepts the user identity while in an
identification mode, it provides the identity of the user without
claimed information. Since feet have different features, it
would form basis for identification.[10]. Various features of foot
help in faster recognition of the foot image. It can be used as a
privacy aware user tracking parameter, because when
compared to face, foot print does not have a major impact on
privacy issues[11].It can be acclaimed as a flawless one and
can be used at high risk prone areas. Similarly, biometric
verification using foot is also a emerging technique. Since feet
have different characteristics, it forms the basis for
identification. Here individuality of foot print explains the
significance of foot morphology[12,13,14]. Identification of foot
print can be divided based in two features namely static and
dynamic features. Static is a standby mode in which a foot
image is captured by standing in straight position whereas
DYNAMIC mode is a mode in which foot image is captured
when a person walks over the mat. The principle of this
technique is similar to the working of finger print
recognition[15,16]. This recognition can be carried out using
two ways: a) By High configuration digital cameras. b) By
pressure sensor mats. Many techniques have been developed
for foot recognition in recent years. These techniques include
features such as gait recognition , fusion schemes case based
reasoning and mean shift clustering In today‘s world, tumor in
foot is encountered rarely. In general patient population,
studies of foot tumor are uncommon[17,18].Since due to
weight-bearing demands and small area, small masses may
seem to be a palpable to both physician and patient. On
average, In foot 3% of foot tumor are identified in osseous
neoplasm‘s region of foot , 8% are identified by Benign soft
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tumors and 5% by Malignant tumor.[19,20,21,22,23] Due to
lack of appropriate diagnostic analysis, it is difficult for the
patient to classify and identify the disease[24,25].In this paper
,a brief analysis of foot diseases are diagnosed and treatment
are being analyzed and classified accordingly.
Following
flowchart describes the Stages of foot Recognition process.

Fig 1.stages of foot print recognition
In Fig1, first process is an image Acquisition in which an input
image is obtained and preprocessing operation is done in
which an image is improvised by removing an unwanted
distortions .Then an edge-detection is applied in which the
particular portion of an image to be detected is obtained. Next
step is a feature extraction process in which particular feature
to be extracted is retrieved and processed. Finally image
matching is done to verify the matching score of the output
image obtained.

hard and soft biometric technique. Results explores that this
algorithm works fine and discriminates different persons. A
Tracking method using footprints was proposed by Ryoya
Wada , et al in 2015 which reduces the discomfort for privacysensitive users with the combination of face recognition. Here
the system is proposed in a manner that foot print data are
collected using spatially disjoint pressure sensor sheets which
is projected using locations [27,28,29] Here sensor sheets are
used for observing the footprint of the user. It mainly handles
the correspondence between footprints measured across
multiple pressure sensor sheets. The feasibility of the system
has been evaluated by comparing the accuracy rate and it
distinguishes how the variation of the system works. Khamael
Abbas Al-Dulaim, et al, in 2013, proposed a robust technique
for recognition and identification is evaluated using various
feature extraction methods. In this, Recognition process
utilizes the determinant value which produces the features for
footprint [30,31] Determinant value for image is computed by
dividing the image into blocks using Threshold value to extract
feature[32,34-36]. The similarity between the existing
footprints with a new query footprint‘s image is evaluated using
least square criterion. Using three-stage feature matching,
boundary edge of footprint and centric point are computed for
foot images. Gait recognition system in 2013 attained greater
attention in biometric community was developed by Heesung
Lee et al [33]. Gait recognition system is proposed to identify
the gait formation and improves the gait silhouette. The
system automatically partitions the gait cycle by considering
two parameters at decision level to improve the accuracy
level. Integration of footprint and gait formation is developed
as a new identification method. Footprint-based gait cycle
partition proves to be an effective methodology to provide gait
recognition.
(ii) SURVEY ON FOOT TUMOR DETECTION
From the above discussion we conclude that foot print
parameters help in obtaining enormous features which is used
for identification and recognition purposes.
Table 1 Shows the survey made on Analysis of Foot Print and
its Methodologies.
TABLE 1 Detailed Analysis of Foot print and methodologies

2 LITERARUTE SURVEY

With the rapid growth in population in the world there is a need
for more and more unique identification techniques. Various AUTHOR
techniques are analyzed based on the different approaches for
NAME
the problem identification and methodology adopted so for the
aspects are reviewed as follows.
(i)
(ii)
(i)
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Survey on Foot print
Survey on Foot Tumor Detection

PROBLEM
ADDRESSE
D

METHODOLO
GY

LIMITATION
S

CONCLUSI
ON

Riti
Kushwa
ha,et
al.[1]

Conditions
like
low
resolution
and
poor
image
quality and
works with
less
accuracy.

Appearance
based
technique and
shape
descriptor
is
used
for
feature
extraction.

Reduces the
time
complexity
and
improves the
low
resolution
image
efficiency.

Ryoya
Wada,
Shigeak
i
Tagashi
ra,
et
al.[2]

Fluctuating
appearance
s of faces in
camera
is
the
main
problem
addressed.

Spatially
disjoint
pressure
sensor sheets
are used for
capturing the
foot
print
images.

Accuracy
rate
obtained is
not
equivalent
when
compared
with
those
early
obtained.
Footprint
recognition
for walking
users
has
not yet been
met.

SURVEY ON FOOT PRINT

In 2017 Riti Kushwaha ,et al [26] proposed a novel biometric
identification method is discussed using footprint. It briefly
describes about various Physiological and behavioral
biometric characteristics which provides a great alternative to
other computational algorithms. It describes about the minutia
features which give satisfactory results in recognition. It
employs various usages of foot properties along with shape
descriptors. These features also are used as a soft biometric
feature .Appearance based technique also works fine for both

Footprint
data
are
collected
from multiple
pressure
sensor
sheets
which
is
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Khamae
l Abbas
AlDulaimi.
[3]

Heesun
g Lee,
et al.[4]

Eryun
Liu.[5]

Features of
foot images
are
not
properly
recognized.

Gait method
is accessible
only at low
resolution.

Digital
cameras are
not capable
of capturing
the
foot
features.

Template
matching and
feature
extraction
techniques are
used.

Level
of
Robustness
is
not
achieved.

Gait
recognition
methods like
model-based
methods and
appearancebased
methods are
used.

The level of
foot image
obtained is
less
absolute in
accuracy
which leads
to
higher
error rate.

Commodity
friction ridge
sensor is used
for capturing
infant
foot
images.

The
feasibility
obtained
during
feature
matching is
not accurate
but
approximate
.

S.Bala
meenak
shi, et
al.[6]

Unimodal
system
results
in
lower
performance
rate.

Multimodal
system
Identification
and
verification
methods are
used .

Accuracy
obtained is
not efficient
because of
usage
of
smaller
dataset.

Riti
Kushwa
ha,
et
al.[7]

Input image
is of low
quality and
low
resolution.

Low
cost
security
algorithm
using PCA is
developed .

Rohit
Khokher
,
et
al.[8]

Computed
recognition
rates using
Euclidian
distance is
at
lower
rate.

Texture
and
shape based
features using
Principal
Component
Analysis
(PCA)
and
Independent
Component
Analysis (ICA)
linear
projection
techniques are
used.

Image
should
be
tested
for
large set of
data
at
various
noise level.
Footprint
study has a
lower
performance
rate
for
multimodal
biometric
system
where
different
biometric
traits
are
compared.

used
to
distinguish
instances.
Automatic
approach for
footprint
recognition
is
made
using image
gathering
processing,
feature
extraction .
Footprint
and
gait
information
are
combined to
create a new
method for
human
identification
.
Footprint is
a
friction
ridge pattern
that
is
formed
in
gestation
and a new
minutiae
descriptor
based
on
deep
convolution
neural
network for
infant
footprint
recognition
is used.
Identity
verification
system for
newborns
using
multimodal
system
verification
is used to
obtain
higher
performance
rate.
Footprint
discriminatio
n based on
minutiae
points
is
proposed.
ICA proves
to be more
efficient
in
accuracy
than PCA.
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Kapil
Kumar
Nagwan
shi
·
Sipi
Dubey.
[9]

Predictive
analysis of
foot
print
images were
not
obtained.

Fuzzy
rules
are used for
obtaining
features
of
foot print.

Performance
of
the
system
is
limited
for
smaller
datasets.

Wei Jia
,HaiYang
Cai , et
al.[10]

Quality,
processing
speed, are
not obtained
using offline
method.

Preprocessing
method
like
orientation and
scale
normalization
are used as a
recognition
factor.

Recognition
performance
rate
obtained is
less
accurate.

S.Bala
meenak
shi
et
al.[11]

Offline
method
of
capturing
the
foot
image
shows poor
quality and
accuracy
rate
obtained is
of
lower
rate.
Foot print‘s
feature
is
not clearly
obtained.

Online
personal
authentication
system
and
orientation
features
are
used.

The system
works
fine
for only the
predefined
data
sets
and the error
rate
obtained is
not
negligible.

Pressure
region
and
wear region in
shoe is used
for
identification.

Acquiring
and
obtaining
shoe
print
does
not
provide
good
accuracy.

Ehsan
Varian ,
Xin Lei ,
et
al.[13]

False
Rejection
operating
points
are
obtained at
lower rate.

DNN based
speaker
verification
method
is
used for text
recognition.

Adetun
mbi A.O
and et
al.[14]

Relationship
between the
pressure
exerted by
the feet and
the
wear
area of the
shoeprint
are
analyzed.
Time
complexity is
increased
due to use
multiple foot
features

Suspect
identification
system is used
for extracting
the
foot
features.

Effect
of
increasing
the number
of
development
speakers
and
how
speaker
clustering
affects
performance
are
not
observed.
Detection
system will
easily gather
the foot print
from
the
system, so it
loses
it
identity.

A
photopodosco
pe
to a
personal
computer
is
used for foot
analysis.

Estimation
of
the
pressure
distribution
within
the
footprint is a
drawback
observed.

Recognition
rate

Algorithms
such as SIFT,

Observation
results are

S.Suma
thi. [12]

Ruben
Medina
et
al.[15]

ku.
Prerna

Foot images
using fuzzy
rules
are
used
for
obtaining the
predictive
analysis of
an image.
Preprocessi
ng method
like
scale
normalizatio
n increases
the
processing
speed and
quality of the
image
recognized.
Recognition
performance
obtained
shows
the
accuracy of
an
foot
image
captured .

The
relationship
between the
pressure
exerted by
the feet and
the
wear
area of the
shoeprint is
obtained.
DNN based
verification
method
is
used
for
reducing the
false
rejection
rate and the
performance
obtained is
of higher in
rate.
Suspect
identification
provide the
relationship
between feet
and
wear
which
increases
the identity
recognition.
Personal
computer for
foot analysis
reduces the
pressure
distribution
which further
reduces time
complexity.
Recognition
rate
for
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D.
Bhelkar
et
al.[16]

João
Neves
et
al.[17]

Sameen
Shaukat
et
al.[18]

obtained is
of lower in
rate.

Quality-ofInformation
is
incomplete,
unknown .

Output
parameters
used
for
detection of
any
movement
made
by
foot is less
reliable.

Fingerprint
enhancing
algorithm,
GUO,
Hall‘s
algorithm are
used
for
Biometric
authentication.
A
dynamic
virtual world of
complex and
interacting
entities
that
map
real
cases
of
diabetic
foot
situations are
considered.

tested with
smaller
datasets.

Feet
movement
Detection
technique are
used for foot
tracking.

The speed
of the toy
car
and
applying
break
conditions
are
less
likely
considered.

Simultaneou
s
and
integrated
way
data,
information
or
knowledge
is not used
as datasets.

Andreas
Uhl et
al.[19]

Scalability
issues are
high
in
shapebased
identification
.

Eigen
feet,
local
ridge
characteristics
and
shape
geometry are
used as a
methodology.

The effect of
training set
size
and
lime lapses
between
recordings
on
identification
performance
is reduced.

Osisan
wo
F.Y,Adet
unmbi
A.O et
al.[20]

System
cannot work
as
a
standalone
system for
person
identification

Morphology,
image
partitioning
(resizing) and
graph
representation
to
analyses
barefoot print
for
person
identification..

Data
capturing
must
be
done
carefully, so
that
additional
pressure
make
the
acquired
data
inconsistent
for analysis.
Observation
is made only
for smaller
datasets.

Wei
Guo,
Shiyin
Qiu,
Pengfei
Wang et
al.[21]

Different gait
features
consideratio
n increases
time
complexity.

Linear
Inverted
Pendulum
Model and the
capture point
theory is used
as
a
methodology.

Jiqing
Zhang,
Gang
Qian
and et
al.[22]

Reliability
and
recognition
for
image
obtained is
at
lower

A Mean-Shift
Clustering is a
methodology
used.

Data
collected
from general
movement
and
2D
shape

authenticatio
n
shows
lower
recognition
rate.

Dynamic
virtual
datasets are
considered
for
quality
information
and
integrated
usage
of
foot patients
details.
Feet
movement
detection
technique
uses
a
various
parameters
for detection
of
foot
movements
which is of
high
reliability.
Local ridge
features and
shape
geometry
reduces the
scalability
issues which
records the
time lapse
between
identification
performance
.
Image
partitioning
uses
data
acquisition
method
which
the
usage
of
standalone
work
for
person
identification
.
Linear
Inverted
pendulum
model
observes
different gait
features
which further
reduces the
time
complexity.
Mean-Shift
clustering
method
improves the
recognition
and

rate.
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descriptors
for
cluster
recognition
are
not
observed.
Individuals
of different
weight
would be on
a
slightly
different
plant which
leads
to
error
in
quality
of
sponge.
The
classical
Discriminant
Analysis
techniques
LDA
and
QDA
performed
are
very
measured.

Aimee
L.
Betker,
et
al.[23]

The Density
and size of
the sponge
selected did
not
cause
full
compression

Portable force
sensing mats
are used as
technique .

John
Yannis
Gouler
mas, et
al.[24]

Performance
with various
dimensionali
ty reduction
techniques
is not robust.

Kinematics
Data are used
for
feature
classification.

C.
C.
Chang
et
al.[25]

Measuring
data
for
pumping air
pressure
into airbags
shows less
efficiency.

Adaptive multiairbag
foot
pressure
redistribution
manufacturing
methodologies
using imagebased
rapid
pressure
measuring
system
are
proposed.

The
Foot
pressure
along
with
body weight
spring scale
provides a
lesser
accuracy.

Wei
Jia,Jie
Gui, et
al.[26]

High quality
of
images
are
not
obtained
properly.

Subspace
Learning
Methods are
used as a
methodology.

Accuracy is
reduced due
to
smaller
dataset
usage.

Assegid
Kidanè,
et
al.[27]

Single
tuning factor
between
uncertainty
and potential
energy are
eliminated.

A
gait
prediction
module based
on a statistical
latent variable
model, is used
as
a
methodology.

Yasuhir
o Shoji,
et
al.[28]

Degree
of
similarity of
the
spectrum is
not achieved
.

Foot
Step
Detection is a
methodology
used.

Speed
of
convergence
does
not
depend on
the number
of
modes
that
are
necessary to
model
the
kinetics.
Number of
subjects
increasing
and
noise
removal is
not
addressed.

Aamir
Naveed,

Physical
prototype is

FEM
(finite
element

DER
with

foot

reliability
rate.

Portable
force
sensing
mats
are
used
for
recognition
and
increases
the
compression
rate.
Kinematics
Data set are
used
for
improving
the
dimensionali
ty reduction
technique
which further
provide
efficient
feature
classification
method.
Adaptive
multi-airbag
foot
pressure
methodologi
es are used
for
measuring
the
data
which
increases
the
efficiency
rate.
Subspace
learning
methods
improves the
image
quality
for
foot
recognition
rate.
A
gait
prediction
module
is
used
for
single tuning
factor whose
uncertainty
rate
are
limited.
Foot
step
detection
reduces the
degree
of
matching
similarity
which helps
in
faster
image
recognition.
FEM uses a
condition
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et
al.[29]

not
modeled
and
analyzed

method) with
boundary
conditions are
used as a new
methodology.

powered
ankle is not
used as a
dataset.

Minaksh
i
Banerje
ea,
et
al.[30]

Similarity
between foot
images are
not obtained
properly.

Fuzzy
Data
Set approach
is used as a
methodology
for
feature
classification.

Harzem
Özger,
et
al.[31]

Performing
limb salvage
with
safe
margin sand
preserving
function
is
the problem
addressed.

Clinical data
along
with
surgical
treatment
were
analyzed.

The set of
features with
images with
a range of
illumination
variations
may fail to
retrieve
noisy
images.
The
Heterogeneit
y of
the
study
population in
terms
of
age,
pathology,
tumor size
are
not
obtained
with
statistical
results.
Chemothera
peutic
regimes and
imaging
modalities
were
not
improved .

M.Brotz
mann,
et
al.[32]

3

Delay
in
diagnosis,
the
tumor
size ,and the
long-term
survival rate
of patients
with
malignant
bone tumors
of the foot
were
not
analysed.

X-rays
and
CT/magnetic
resonance
imaging scans
are used for
detection
of
disease.

based
methodology
whose
physical
prototype
are analyzed
thus
improving
the
performance
rate.
Fuzzy Data
set is used
for similarity
recognition
and the error
rate
obtained is
less
accurate.
Direct
correlation
between the
unplanned
resections
and
ontological
and
functional
outcomes
justify limb
salvage
efforts
are
obtained.
Primary
malignant
bone tumors
of the foot
appear
to
grow slower
and to be
less
aggressive
than those
at
other
anatomical
locations.

with previous analysis.[7]
Case-Based reasoning
It is an artificial intelligence technique that helps in problem
identification and solving. It clearly distinguishes the features
based on various constraints. These constraints are based on
the K-means classification points. It also further helps in
recognition of the input image by using template matching
algorithms.
Decision Tree method
It helps in creating a evidence-based tool which helps in
guiding a risk amputation in foot diabetic patients. Here a
dataset was analyzed and a risk scoring system is constructed
using decision tree using two classifiers and the results are
compared with the algorithmic performance rate.[31]
Linear Inverted pendulum method
The method is mainly used for obtaining the pattern
recognition of the foot along various axis. A walking pattern
steps is obtained from left to right .This is a 3D model that is
used for controlling the walking pattern. It estimate the
features obtained from dynamic value obtained from
mathematical value.[27]
Mean shift clustering
The method is mainly used for segmenting color images from
the original homogeneous regions. Here boundary
determination is used for obtain gin the background
information‘s from the images. The color images obtained from
this method is compared with normal color images and the
difference in estimation rate is obtained.
TABLE 2 Features of Footprint Recognition Techniques
SL.
NO

TECHNIQUE NAME

Fusion schemes
Fusion based
foot recognition methodology provides a
cumulative foot pressure images which is used for retrieving
the gait pose images. It can also be extended to multiple
biometric retrieval images. It provides a increased
effectiveness in recognition rate.[19]
Hernandez-corvo Index
The Methodology helps in measuring the foot print features
which provides the rational classification of the foot. It allows
the usage of various parameters. In addition it also uses a
static standing footprint which is decided based on cluster
classification. The result obtained using this method compared

USAGE

1

GAIT recognition

Helps in identifying the stroke and
cerebral palsy in gait and in early
diagnosis. It helps in recognizing the
individuals through gait silhouette
sequences.

2

Fusion schemes

Used for combination of two or more
similar images into one which
reduces the image processing
process. It also eliminate breakpoints
heuristics.

3

Hernandez-corvo Inde

Used for measuring the parameters
sequences in foot.

4

Case-Based reasoning

A knowledge based problem solving
approach
which
reuses
the
information and knowledge obtained
earlier.

5

Decision Tree method

Classify the input data set into
predefined classes. Also calculate the
relative distances.

6

Linear
Inverted
pendulum method

Used for foot pattern discriminations

FOOT PRINT RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

GAIT recognition
The method works on the basis of spatial-domain energy in
which a gait signature is adopted which is used to estimate the
gait period in the gait sequence with arbitrary walking
directions. Also fuzzy K-nearest neighbor classifier is used for
diminishing the uncertainty variations.[11]
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Mean shift clustering

Mainly used for image segmentation
and tracking areas to isolate the
datasets to be processed.

Table 2 Shows various Foot Recognition Techniques which is
used for Foot image analysis.
TABLE 3 Techniques of foot print recognition proposed by
various authors
SL.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

AUTHOR NAME
Dayananda K J, et al.
Dayananda K J, et al.
L.Sivayamini, et al.
Solis-Sanchez L.O, et al.
Nandagopan G. L, et al.
Rafael Bayareh, et al.
Hafeez-U. R. Siddiqui, et al.

8

Shiva Sharif Bidabadi ,et al.

TECHNIQUE
GAIT recognition
Fusion schemes
Hernandez-Corvo Index
Case-Based reasoning
Decision Tree method
Barefoot morphology
Linear Inverted pendulum
method
Mean shift clustering

Table 3 describes various foot print recognition techniques
described by authors.

4

CONCLUSION

This paper describes a survey on foot print recognition and
disease associated with foot. In general, the foot print
recognition undergoes these steps: preprocessing of an
image, feature extraction and Image matching process. Using
the above mentioned process, clarity of the image obtained
increases and a high level of matching score is obtained. It
also helps in early diagnosis of the disease in foot and
preventive measure can be taken in early stages. Future
works include in implementing the techniques which will
improve the rate of recognition and also provide a useful path
for researches to explore.
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